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Overview: Object oriented analysis and design is the process by which we can start from

the statement of a problem and arrive at a probable plan for the implementation of

object-oriented software to solve the problem.

There are many and detailed methodologies for doing so. What is proposed below,

by contrast, is reasonably straight-forward, and is likely to suffice for a problem of

the size of the Computer Science 101 project.

Object oriented philosophy: In large (and even small!) software projects, the problem

specifications change with time. At the same time, programming experts insist that

we should be able to create software libraries that can be reused.

How are these two statements to be reconciled? One useful observation is that

problem statements and design requirements evolvemuchmore rapidly than the real

world. For instance, there havebeen several versions ofMicrosoftWord
™
over thepast

twenty-five years, yet in the same period our knowledge of fonts and typographical

practice has changed very little.

This leads to the conclusion that the software that we produce should use real-world

concepts in its design.

Problem oriented language: In particular the choice of classes and methods and objects

should reflect the language of the problem statement. The following procedures give

one way to do this:

List of nouns: In order to arrive at a possible list of classes, read through the problem

statement and find all of the nouns and noun phrases. Strike from this list those

nouns that clearly have nothing to do with the problem to be solved (for instance,

“Chair”, “Dean”, and “cautionary note” all appear in the project specfication, but are

unlikely candidate for classes.) If in doubt, keep the noun!

List of facts: Now re-read the problem statement for the facts contained therein, and for

each noun come up with a list of related facts. For instance, for time-table, one has at
least:

• format is vague

• days across the top

• times doewn the side

• can be overlaid

Some of these facts may later turn out to be irrelevant; try to avoid early judgment.
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For instance, the fact that scheduling starts a year in advance is likely to be irrelevant

to this project, but might be relevant to an integrated university planning system.

Paragraph descriptions: For each noun, write a short paragraph that coherently combines

the list of facts found above. Remember that good paragraphs contain a topic sen-

tence!

At this point we are ready to shift to a slightly more programming-oriented frame of

mind. The list of nouns are likely candidates for the classes of our program, and their

corresponding descriptive paragraphs are likely JavaDoc comments. We know need to

find likely methods for these classes.

It is important to remember that at this point the design should concentrate on what, not
how.

Attributes: The attributes of an object help describe what distinguish it from other objects

in the same class, and may limit the behaviours that object can engage in. For

instance, one attribute of a TimeTable is what days it covers — and a week-day

time-table should refuse to add a Saturday course block.

More generally, attributes tell us about the state of an object, or give us access to its

subobjects.

For each class, come up with a list of attributes for that object. Overdesign here. It

may be true (four a Score 4 game) that .pegIsFull() is the same as .pegCount()==4,

but it is better to describe both attributes at this point.

Remember that your goal here is to describe what rather than how. In programming

terms, you are describing the signatures and return types of publicmethods, not their

implementation, and not the corresponding private fields.

Behaviours: The behaviours of an object typically result in changes in its state reflected in

changes in its attributes. For instance, in Score 4 an .addBead(Bead b) behaviour of

a Peg changes the state of the peg. Some behaviours might instead result in changing

the state of another object. For instance, a .printOn(Writer w) behaviour is unlikely

to change the state of the object itself, but will change the state of the object w.

In programmatic terms, behaviours likely correspond to the voidmethods and con-

structors of a class.

For each class, come up with a list of behaviours for that object.

Collaborations: A collaboration is an interaction between two or more objects, especially

where those objects are not already related by aggregation. Thus hand.getCard(2)

is usually conceived of as finding an attribute of the board, but referee.tellThe

ComputerOpponentToRestart(computerOpponent) is definitely a collaboration.

Find all of the collaborations that might exist, and for each class, note what the

possible collaborations are.
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Overdesign! Design work may seem tedious. Frequently computer science students seem

reluctant to find classes, attributes, and behaviours in the problem statement. How-

ever, it is better to overdesign. If you later decide not to implement your design you

haven’t invested a large amount of effort. You are muchmore likely to make mistakes

adding to your design later than you are removing from it.

Design Checklist:

• Can the objects find one another?
Anotherway of phrasing this question is “do your objects have enough attributes

describing their physical and logical relationships to other objects?” If a course

has time blocks, do the time blocks know what course they belong to? If a time-

table has access to a list of courses, can the time-table get access to the kinds of

the course components (labs, tutorials, and so on?) to the room of the course

components?

• Are two words being used to mean the same thing?
Do you have both TimeTable and Schedule ? If so, is there an important differ-

ence between them, or are they nearly identical?

• Is one word being used to mean multiple things?
Even more importantly, are you using one word for two distinct concepts? For

instance, are you simultaneously using the word “time” to mean when a course

starts and how long the course lasts?

One of the most important things that your design can accomplish is to establish

a one-to-one correspondance between concepts and terminology.

To summarize: this is design, not implementation. Use problem-oriented language, not

programming-oriented language. Describe what not how.
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